
Assistive Devices for Daily Living

Feeding
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“Feeding” It is important for elderly to be able to eat
their favourite food independently. Using the appropriate 
assistive devices can help elders with limitations in finger 
dexterity, hand grip or coordination to feed themselves 
independently.

Advantages of using assistive devices for feeding：

1. Improve independence in daily living
2. Build up confidence and improve life satisfaction
3. Reduce dependence on others
4. Reduce carer burden



Built-up handles and
eating utensils
with different designs

Built-up handle helps elderly to grip easily
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Weighted handle helps to 
stabilise the hand

Angled handle helps to bring 
food to mouth more easily



Universal cuff
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Chopsticks adaptor



Nosey cup
The cup has a cut-out edge for the nose which 
allows the cup to be tilted without having to tilt 
the head at the same time, thus reducing the 
risk of choking on the fluid
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Two-handled mug
To allow easy grip and prevent spilling



To allow easy grip and prevent spilling

Scooper bowl
The raised brim can prevent spilling 
when food is being scooped out

Non-slip mat
To keep utensils in place
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Pill splitter
To help visually or physically 
impaired persons to manage 
their drugs

Pill crusher
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TIPS ON BUYING ASSISTIVE 
DEVICES FOR THE ELDERLY
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▲

Check if there are any alternative methods to 
help elderly feed themselves before choosing 
any assistive devices. For example, use a fork 
instead of chopsticks.

▲

Choose appropriate devices according to the 
physical condition, abilities and needs of elderly 
and match with their living environment.

▲

Encourage elderly to take part in choosing the 
assistive devices. Try the device before buying if 
possible.

▲
Ask other users about their experiences and 
comments on the devices.

▲

Read the users’ instructions or packing 
information to learn about the use, care and 
maintenance of the devices. Do not rush into 
buying the product if the information is 
inadequate or too complicated. Take your time to 
find out more about the device before purchase.

▲

Consider purchasing from suppliers with good 
reputation.



Where to buy assistive devices?
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They are available in the retail stores for 
home living or rehabilitation products. If 
assistance is required, consult your family 
doctor or occupational therapists.

Elderly Health Service, Department of Health
Website：www.elderly.gov.hk
Elderly Health Infoline：2121 8080
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